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Service innovation and technology management has been a key to organisational
productivity as being witnessed in the developed markets of the world. The emerging
economies markets have scaled up the development and uses of services innovations and
management of technology to make firms agile and address to the changing tastes of their
customers in a shortest span of time. However, organisations in the emerging economies
is yet to catch-up with their counterparts in the developed market to create a level playing
field due to the fact that the former is characterised by poor business models, political
instability, poor corporate governance, devoid of world-class research universities and the
likes. All these culminate to selection and recruitment of human resources to do the job
on behalf of organisations but it is a sad story as majority of them are below par on
required skills and competencies, especially people-related.
Several studies have reported for leveraging soft skills and competencies namely
emotional intelligence (Bozionelos and Singh, 2017; Pradhan et al., 2017; Singh, 2009),
proactive knowledge sharing and management (AlShaima et al., 2016; Singh, 2008),
leadership skills (Gritzo et al., 2017) and the likes for augmenting innovation
performance (Al Matrooshi et al., 2016; Busaibe et al., 2017; El-Kassar and Singh, 2018).
Therefore, these microfoundations along with good corporate governance in emerging
economies are key to leverage service innovation and technology management skills to
deliver superior firm performance (Anderson et al., 2015; Contractor et al., 2016; Gaur
and Delios, 2015; Lee et al., 2017). All these become much more important especially
when firms desire to expand its base and businesses in the emerging markets (Popli et al.,
2017; Singh et al., 2017). Therefore, the organisations with aspirations for expansions
need to do a lot to become competitive and this special issue on ‘Services innovation and
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technology management in emerging economies’ is an attempt in that direction to answer
relevant business problems.
The first paper is titled ‘Rethinking the old residential sector in the UAE:
a methodology for sustainable retrofitting’ is contextualised in the Arab context. The
study suggests and address issues related to sustainability guidelines and regulatory tools
in the Emirates of Abu Dhabi in the UAE. The paper presents significant implications for
practice and body of knowledge.
The next paper titling ‘Segmenting Indian shoppers on mall attractiveness factors’
and is situated in Indian context. The paper suggests for relevant attractiveness indicators
that retailers and mall managers in India need to take into account while designing
and implementing positioning strategies for their outlets. The paper has significant
suggestions for varied shoppers segments in the fastest-growing Indian economy of the
world.
The third paper titled ‘Relationship between ethics and buying: a study of beauty and
healthcare sector in the Middle East’. The beauty and healthcare are fast growing
business segments in the Middle Eastern region of the world and this paper has
meticulously identified key business problems and their relevant solutions. The results
and implications of the study have been discussed at great length.
The penultimate paper titling ‘Radical improvement of e-government services in
Dubai’ highlights key factors that led to success of e-government in Dubai, the
United Arab Emirates. The paper presents detailed comparative discussions on
e-government in Dubai, Oman and Saudi Arabia.
The last paper is titled ‘Implementing lean thinking in software development – a case
study from India’. The paper has addressed critical success factors on how to implement
lean thinking in software development and to leverage its strengths for organisational
excellence.
I hope that this special issue on ‘Services innovation and technology management in
emerging economies’ will be liked by readers in the emerging economies.
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